PROGRAM

Tsugaru Aiya Bushi
Japanese Traditional
Simon Hutchinson, Shamisen

Honchoshi Medley
Senboku Nikata Bushi
Japanese Traditional
Nanbu Sotoyama Bushi
Nanbu Yoshare Bushi
Simon Hutchinson, Shamisen

Cowboys and Samurais
Simon Hutchinson
Wesley Price, guitar
Simon Hutchinson, shamisen

Blurred Lines II
fixed media electronics
Young-Shin Choi

池魚映月 “Fish Glimmer by the Moonlight in this Clear Pond”
Aaron Pergram
Yinchi Chang, oboe
Austin Haag, double bass
Evan C. Paul, piano

Jiu Ge - Nine Songs 九歌
I. Dong Hwang Taii 東皇太一
II. Mountain Spirit 山鬼
III. Kuo Shang 國殤
Mei-ling Lee
Helena Kopchick Spencer, bassoon

Recording of UO concerts without prior permission is prohibited.

If you are in the company of a small child or someone who may inadvertently cause distractions, kindly sit near a rear exit and be prepared to leave in a timely fashion. Please respect our artists and your fellow concert patrons. House management reserves the right to request exiting the hall when appropriate.
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